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ON A TRANSFORMATION OF THE WEIGHTED COMPOUND
POISSON PROCESS
HANS BUHLMANN and ROBERTO BUZZI
Zurich
i. COMPOUND POISSON VARIABLES AND WEIGHTED COMPOUND
POISSON VARIABLES
We are using the following terminology—essentially following
Feller:
a) Compound Poisson Variable
N
This is a random variable Y = H Xj
i - "
where Xlt X2, . .. Xn, . . . independent, identically distributed
(Xo = o) and N a Poisson counting variable
hence
G(x) = P(Y = x) = V e~'- X- F*k(X) where F stands for the
h - I )
(common) distribution function of the Xj with j ^ o or in the
language of characteristic functions
4(M) = J eiux dG{x) = ^^(»)-i] w i t h z(w) ^ j eiux dF(x)
b) Weighted Compound Poisson Variable
This is a random variable Z obtained from a class of Compound
Poisson Variables by weighting over X with a weight function S(X)
Z = V X, where PIN -^ It) = [ e x ^ rf.S(X)
J A'!
hence
H{x) = P { Z = x ) =
k-u
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or in the language of characteristic functions
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSFORMATION
Let [Z(t); t ^ ol be a homogeneous Weighted Compound Poisson
Process. The characteristic function at the time epoch t reads then
<pt(«) = J
It is most remarkable that in many instances 9«(M) can be
represented as a (non weighted) Compound Poisson Variable. Our
main result is given as a theorem.
Theorem: The transformation
for all i
with [j.(t]
t ^ o
) > o
) some characteristic
function
is possible if and only if the weight function S(k) is infinitely
divisible.
The stimulus to the discovery of this theorem—of importance in
the collective risk theory—was provided by the Filip Lundberg
Colloquium 1968 in Stockholm. In particular we refer to the paper
of Thyrion. The special case where S(X) is the F-distribution was
already obtained by Ammeter.
May we state that we can prove the necessity of the above con-
dition only under the additional assumption that the mean J xdF(x)
is finite, but we believe that the result even holds without this
condition.
3. TERMINOLOGY AND TOOLS
a) Infinitely Divisible Distributions
G(x) with characteristic function <\>(n) = J eiuxdG(x) is called
infinitely divisible if any root <]/1/n (u) also represents a characteristic
function. This means that the random variable belonging to G(x)
can be represented as the sum of any finite number of identically
distributed independent summands.
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b) Theorem of Feller (page 2ji)
Let G(x) be infinitely divisible and concentrated on the non
negative integers
Then G(x) is necessarily Compound Poisson; i.e.
ty(u) = J eiuxdG{x) = e^M")-1! with p > o
Y(M) some characteristic
function
4. PROOF THAT THE CONDITION IS NECESSARY
We assume that J xdF(x) finite
Lemma: Let x(u) = J eiuxdF{x) and J xdF(x) = a finite then
lim n\yjii\n) — 1] = iux
n—>a>
Proof: lim [j_{ujn)]n = eiUa- by the law of large numbers, hence
lim n log -fXu\n) =
Observe that
« log x(w/w) = n\i(u\n) — 1 + o(x(u/n) — 1)]
"/ (M/w) — 1 I ^ C . f«/» C = J [ x
from which we conclude the lemma.
Theorem: Let <pt{u) = J t?*hM-lidS(\) ^ ^(OLx.W-1! for all
£ ^  0. Then 5(X) must be infinitely divisible.
Proof: cp«(#) (as Compound Poisson characteristic function) is
infinitely divisible and so
lim 9»(M/M) = J clMaX ^S(X) by the lemma (dominated convergence)
hence
g(w) = J eiuXdS(k) is an infinitely divisible characteristic function
as limit of infinitely divisible characteristic functions.
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5. PROOF THAT THE CONDITION IS SUFFICIENT
Theorem: Let S(X) be infinitely divisible
Then <p,(w) = J ^tx(«)-M </S(x) = ^«)&(w)-i]
for all t > 0
with fj.(£) > o
X<(w) characteristic function
Proof: We write pk(t) for | e'u ^-~ dS{l)J
Let a(u) = J eluX dS(~k)
8t(n) = y eiukp^t) = y eiuk e~» .vJ_. dS(X) =
to to
= J<
r<(«iB — i ) i
hence Mw) = c •:
L * J
From CT(M) infinitely divisible follows with a suitable distribution
function Sn(k)
Glln(u) = J eiuX dSn(k) for arbitrary (even complex) u whenever
the integral exists
and %i»(u) = a1'- [^ j—'j = J W'-1) dSJX)
which again is a characteristic function; hence 8t(u) infinitely
divisible.
It follows from the above mentioned theorem of Feller that
Ofyltj — C ' Wltll YM^'J — Zu e 8jc\ )
We obtain finally
x] I
A s
 Xt(u) = y gk{t) lx{u)]k = Y« (—^—) is a characteristic
function this concludes the proof.
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